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COUNTERFEIT TREASURY & NATIONAL BANK NOTES CONT'D FROM PAGE 4

New York, N. Y. 	 National Broadway 	
New York, N. Y. 	 National Bank of Commerce 	
New York, N. Y. 	 Tradesmen's 	

A & C, Jan. 10, 1865
A & C, Jan. 10, 1865
A & D, April 20, 1865

100s.

Baltimore, Md. 	 National Exchange 	 Letter A,	 July 1, 1865
CC

Boston, Mass. 	 First 	 	 A,	 Feb. 2, 1864
CC

Boston, Mass. 	 National Revere 	 	 A,	 July 20, 1865
*/The date on this note is incomplete. It reads simply "U 19th, 1865."
Cincinnati, Ohio 	 Ohio 	 Letter A,	 Dec. 22, 1864
New York, N. Y. 	 Central 	  CC	 A,	 April 15, 1864

CC

New Bedford, Mass. 	 Merchants' 	 	 A,	 Feb. 14, 1865
CC

Pittsburgh, Pa. 	 National Bank of Commerce 	 	 A,	 Series 1875
Pittsfield, Mass. 	 Pittsfield 	  ,,	 A,	 July 20, 1865

CC

Wilkesbarre, Pa. 	 Second 	 	 A,	 Nov. 2, 1863

STOLEN NATIONAL BANK NOTES, WITH FORGED SIGNATURES

The National Bank Notes described below were stolen when unsigned, the signature of the Bank Officers forged, and
the Notes put in circulation. They are rejected when presented for redemption at the National Redemption Agency.

Name of Bank Denomination Bank No. Lower Left Cor. Treas. No. Upper Rt. Cor.
First Nat'l Bank, Jersey City, N. J. 	 50s & 100s 671 750 19609 19669
Kansas City Nat'l Bank 	 lOs 1198 2198 31826 32326
Kansas City Nat'l Bank 	 20s 711 7611 27172 27672
Kansas City Nat'l Bank 	 50s 697 1197 29266 29446
Merchants' Nat'l Bank, Albany, N. Y. 	 lOs & 20s 759 766 45195 45202
Nat'l Bank of Barre, Vt. 	 10s & 20s 911 936 932805 932830
Nat'l Hide & Leather Bk., Boston 	 10s & 20s 11919 11972 22900 22925
Nat'l City Bank, Lynn, Mass. 	 50s & 100s 121 150 66796 66825
Nat'l Bank of Pontiac, Ill. 	 5s 741 765 252111 252135
Osage National Bank, Osage, Iowa 	 5s 1751 2200 560958 561407
Third National Bank, N. Y. 	 10s & 20s 9414 9428 644416 644430

The Rare Coins of America and Foreign Countries.
Copyright 1889 by Wm. von Bergen

Eighth Edition.

This edition annuls all previous ones. October 1, 1897.

Varieties of The Government of Texas One-Dollar Notes
by John H. Swanson

It has been supposed heretofore that there were two
types or varieties of Government of Texas one-dollar notes.
These were assigned the numbers 14 and 14-A in the Cris-
well system, the division being based on the presence or
absence of minute stars in the dark field surrounding a
rather large star in the upper central portion of the shield.

It would appear, however, that those notes which
exhibit a clear field are of two varieties (see illustrations).

The first variety considered herein presents a large
star of very regular shape within a uniformly dark field.
Apparently this type should continue to bear the Criswell
number 14. The upper star-point appears to be directed
SEE ILLUSTRATIONS NEXT PAGE

toward the shoulder of "Liberty."

There is a ring of minute stars, nine in number, sur-
rounding a very irregular large star. The writer has not
seen a specimen with minute stars in the field in which
the large central star was regular in outline.

Some notes present a very irregular large star within
a smooth dark field. Because of a curve in one edge of the
upper star-point, the latter appears to be aimed toward the
pollicus (thumb) or wrist of "Liberty." The number 14-b
is tentatively assigned to notes of this kind. They seem to
be approximately as numerous as those of the Criswell 14
type.
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ILLUSTRATION 3

Minor Varieties In The Small Size Notes
by the Rev. Frank H. Hutchins

It has always puzzled me that while a coin collector
almost always seems to start with current coins and only
then work back to former issues, note collectors always
seem to start with large size notes and seldom even get
around to making a collection of the small size notes.
I'll grant the large size notes are more artistic. So,
however, are the Morgans, Barbers, and Gobrechts among
the coins, while ease of acquisition, which is always cited
as the reason for the popularity of current coins, should be,
it seems to me, as much of a desideratum in the case of
small size notes.

There is, of course, a greater uniformity in small size
notes than in the large size, but the variations are as inter-
esting, even though they're really only two in number:
first, the color of the seal, which varies much but has one
variation that is quite pronounced, and secondly, the size
or legibility, increased at one time, of the two plate num-
bers, on the obverse and the reverse. Friedberg notes the
change, in 1934, from olive green to dark green seals, but
takes no notice of the earlier departure from the dark green
to the olive green seals in the 1928B series. This was uni-
form, and makes for two varieties of each of these notes
also. But the much more easily detected change, not

subject to the smaller variants of shade that colors always
have, is that between the microscopic figures that prevailed
in all of the plate numbers till the time that Morgenthau
was Secretary of the Treasury and those adopted while he
was in office.

Note the difference between a 1934 and 1934A note,
for instance. Other than the added letter, nothing differs
but the size of the plate number in the lower right-hand
corner of the note. The same is true of 1928C twos and
1928D twos, or 1928B red-seal fives and those of 1928C,
and it even forms a major difference between the 1935 and
1935A singles. What's of interest is that there's no con-
sistency between the obverse and the reverse plates. The
change was made, but never uniformly. Only the invasion
notes show uniformity, plate numbers that are legible
appearing on the reverse of the 1934 and 1934A notes
alike, though "R" and "S" notes also all are legible on both
the obverse and the reverse. Otherwise we find both muled
and unmuled notes of almost every series. I append a
table showing what I've found, and as with large size notes,
I should be grateful to whoever can find others and will
let me know about them.
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